
One rainy evening recently, I watched another formulaic
love story based on a food theme. The movie, 100 Foot
Journey, was entertaining and romantic, but what held

my attention was the aggressive, competitive ethos surrounding
cuisine and the drive to be always on the cutting edge. Sadly, for
a few hectic years I played my small part in this ethos. 
Like clothing and music, food also has it’s fashions. So what,

I wonder, will food look like this time next year?
Nowadays more than fashion is changing what’s on your

plate; the internet is too. With the right device, you can check in
with Google or your favourite app for support and assurance at
any time while making lunch. What do I do with cumquats or
how do I repair a scrambled Hollandaise?
Coming to a store near you, the same device can also pre-

order your groceries and recommend which variety of potato
goes better with grilled beef and which makes better latkes.
Then, when you are pondering over precisely which bread to go
with melted Brie, another app will adjust your personal diet
plan. 
That same technology is bringing food news, too. There isn’t

a month that goes by without another research paper or hand-
wringing conference concerned about food security and
nutrition. Climate change is wreaking havoc with crops in key
areas like California, Mexico, Russia, China, and Australia—
which means prices can only go up and some items will become
really expensive. 
While it is sometimes hard to be optimistic, this is a good

time for our region, with its slightly warmer, wetter winters and
dryer summers. It has widened our potential for crops and
sustainability. 
Being a locavore is a lifestyle that’s in fashion and being

embraced. Many of these contemporary food fashions are
exquisitely timed—a review of the most credible prophets of
food around the world suggests that 2015 and beyond will
feature variations on many of the foods that grow best in our
farms, gardens, and along our shorelines.
Crucifers such as kale are still in full stride with a zillion

recipes for cauliflower steaks, chimchi, sauerkraut, and Brussels
sprouts crossed with red cabbage. Even grandma’s pantry of

pickled preserves is coming into its own with 21st century
multicultural fusion. 
Every year recently, we have put down jars of homegrown

hot peppers and crisp runner beans. Other moderately easy-to-
grow veggies that will feature large on haute cuisine menus are
the so-called ugly roots: fennel, parsnip, celeriac, and kohlrabi.
Sauteed, smoked, creamed or grated raw, these traditional
winter crops do very well in the Salish Sea region if you give
them plenty of time to grow. 
The marketing of food supplements and enriched snacks is

growing exponentially. Originally focused on athletes needing
more instant energy, then for children’s food to supplement
picky appetites, the makers of processed foods now have the
greyhaired generation in their sights. Given that the average age
for islanders exceeds a half century, we are prime targets.
Besides energy bars and fortified cereals, age supplements are
disguised in milk products and beverages. You can expect to see
calcium for those brittle bones, probiotics for a better digestion,
and herbal extracts for everything else. However, clinical
information I have seen suggests that these supplements are
essentially worthless because any value the plant once owned
has been processed out: far better to eat real food. 
Next year’s seed catalogues are out now for those with a wish

list of high quality seed. I still recommend local suppliers and seed
markets first because they taste better and local heritage varieties
tend to grow better here than those from eastern climates and
soils. West Coast Seeds has a fine comprehensive list of herbs,
vegetables, and some flowers. They also provide short guides to
growing specific plants for those wishing to try something new.
The one caveat I have with many gardening books and

catalogues is the overly optimistic impression they give for growing
time and yield. Under perfect conditions you too can pick fresh
beans in 50 days, but don’t be surprised if you have to wait till 70
days before your half-sized bounty is table-ready. 
Speaking of gardens, winter is the time to plant fruit trees and

bushes; April is too late unless you are prepared to water them
frequently in the dry season. Over the last few years I have
extended the variety of my maturing orchard of apples and plums
with a black mulberry, a loquat, a pinenut tree, and a persimmon. 
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Persimmons are indigenous to North America but the sweet
Fuyu variety that can be eaten like an apple comes from Japan. A
Japanese joke has it that you plant apples for yourself, pears for
your children, and persimmon for your grandchildren—well
almost. They take 8-10 years to mature before fruiting. Pinenuts,
too, take about that long and grow well in front of a south-facing
forest. Their long blue/grey needles are very decorative.

Back on the food fashion topic, if you are looking to make an
impression at your next potluck party, buy a box of Chaco Cricket
Bars made by Chapul. As the name implies, they are made from
insects, dried fruit, nuts and honey—put one of those little
toothpick signs on the plate. I have no idea what they taste like,
but they are great conversation starters and you will be ahead of
the Salish scene in food fashion. 0
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